
 

BOB (Banking On Brains) New Enterprises Project for Students 
 

WHAT BOB IS 

1. BOB is the first Bank of Young Minds’ Intellectual Capital; it is an experimental              
project to encourage young people’s entrepreneurship and innovation        
capabilities, by freeing their creativity. 

2. It is about REAL (though unregistered) enterprises – in which young people are             
assisted and trained – that actually produce and sell for 1 YEAR. At the end of this                 
period they can continue their commercial activity after legal registration. 

3. New Enterprises must focus on developing COMMERCIAL IDEAS, presenting         
products/services as well as professional profiles: both will be sold in special            
Intellectual Capital Auctions; BOB boosts creative thought and lateral thinking          
(Edward De Bono), supporting young student-entrepreneurs’ successful inventions. 

4. BOB enterprises have the object of producing and marketing INNOVATIVE          
PRODUCTS AND SERVICES ONLY. For of this reason, they can truly be considered             
as schools of “RESPONSIBILITY and INNOVATION”. 

5. The main protagonists are students in their two last years of high school, as well as                
university students . 

6. To be able to legally operate these companies within the entrepreneurial Emirati            
scenario, it would be enough to provide ministerial acts governing this particular            
matter, as has been previously done in Italy (see: Ministry of Economy and Finance,              
Revenue Agency, Central Directorate of Legal Affairs and Fiscal Litigation -           
Resolution n. 84 of 14.05.1999). 

7. BOB INCORPORATES an innovative high training program – mainly in “action           
learning” mode – for business management, on subjects such as:          
entrepreneurship, unions, joint venture opportunities. This training program’s task         
is to feed the first International Bank of Young Minds’ Intellectual Capital; BOB,             
exactly. 

8. Through the special BYSE (Brainy Youth Stock Exchange) and Intellectual Capital           
Auctions, BOB valorizes Intellectual Capital,  i.e.: 

a. student-entrepreneurs’ business ideas (innovations, inventions, patents,      
design, creativity); 

b. professional profiles of student-entrepreneurs who had entrepreneurial       
and managerial experiences before the end of the curricular activity, and           
therefore are ready for employment and/or collaborations with firms and          
professionals. 

WHAT BOB IS NOT 

BOB IS NOT A BUSINESS GAME, VIRTUAL REALITY OR SIMULATION; WITH BOB REAL             

ENTERPRISES ARE CREATED, WHICH HAVE THE SAME CHARACTERISTICS AND         

OBLIGATIONS AS THOSE ALREADY ON THE MARKET. 
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WHAT BOB DOES NOT NEED 

NO bank loans whatsoever to support new enterprises made of young           

student-entrepreneurs, who only resort to capital stocks and working capital (increased by            

private sponsorships) guaranteed by partner BRAINS Association. 

BOB’S  ORGANIZATION 

BOB’s innovative enterprises, constituted and managed by student-entrepreneurs        

(students and ex-students, all UNEMPLOYED) may take the form of cooperative companies            

or corporations other than cooperatives. 

Each BOB student-entrepreneur is assisted by a tutor and a teacher (the latter within the               

high school or the university where the enterprise is based), selected and trained (184              

hours of high trainer-training), who take on the role respectively of “facilitator” through             

the learning process and dealer of possible role conflicts within every team, as well as               

guarantors of the connection with curricular activities. Mentors, one for each BOB            

enterprise, act as “guides” to help student-entrepreneurs through the market. 

Every BOB enterprise can be constituted within each of these TWO sections: 

● high schools; 

● universities. 

Enterprises are based among schools or universities involved in the Project. 

Every BOB enterprise is preferably formed by a maximum of 42 high school students and a                

maximum of 14 university students or equivalent curricula. 

Student-entrepreneurs’ commitment has a duration of 12 months and consists of 30% of             

presided lessons (both face-to-face and participations in seminars and workshops), 20% of            

distance learning  and  50%  of practical  learning  deriving from actual business activities. 

HOW BOB WORKS 

Student-entrepreneurs live a real entrepreneurial experience and hold company (board          

members) and management positions typical of a firm (general management, research and            

development, production, human resources, marketing, commercial, administration and        

finance, general affairs and collegiate bodies, etc.). 

Young student-entrepreneurs elaborate their business idea, preferably oriented towards         

low, medium and high technology innovative products, meaning original services,          

subjects of possible valorization, following requests expressed by the producers of goods            

and services’ Research and Development Management, suitably selected by partner          

MrGoodIDEA www.mrgoodidea.com (Italian partner of market leader Ocean Tomo USA          

www.oceantomo.com). 
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Student-entrepreneurs draw up a business plan and start searching for capital (€ 6,000),             

placing related shares among companies and professionals – potential partners in the            

product/service creation process as well as potential customers and suppliers –, even with             

the aid of a special, web accessible Stock Exchange (BYSE – Brainy Youth Stock Exchange)               

dedicated to the stock rate of BOB enterprises, so as to facilitate capital stock subscription               

on behalf of firms and professionals as partners in the Project’s entrepreneurial and             

professional organizations. The implementing subject ensures the subscription of all capital           

stock shares, while working capital is incremented through sponsorships. 

 

Student-entrepreneurs submit a quarterly report on the trend of their enterprise and            

provide functional directions to their partners (firms and professionals), who will have the             

opportunity to evaluate their performances both in view of trade agreements (e.g.: patents             

or licenses purchases), and recruiting of high-potential human resources trained within           

the Project. 

 

Student-entrepreneurs create and sell products/services that are the object of their           

business activity on the market, also by participating in commercial fairs and national and              

international challenges, sponsored by firms, Chambers of Commerce and local and           

international institutions, thanks to the Project’s ability to achieve a real territorial            

marketing. 

 

Young student-entrepreneurs learn and implement legislation enforced in Europe (Tax          

system and duties, workplace safety and health, competition and advertisement,          

consumer protection, privacy, etc.), thus achieving a widespread education on LEGALITY. 

 

There will be an adequate involvement of UNION ORGANIZATIONS in training activities            

related to: 

1. workers’ safety and health; 

2. business ethics and social responsibility; 

3. legality. 

 

BOB young student-entrepreneurs compare commercial ideas (business ideas) during         

Intellectual Capital Auctions (innovations, inventions, patents, design, creativity), both live          
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and on the web, where entrepreneurs, managers and professionals can place their bids on              

intellectual property rights. Within these auctions, a special section will be dedicated to             

human capital, made of young student-entrepreneurs’ professional profiles, already with          

an entrepreneurial and managerial experience, therefore ready for employment and/or          

collaborations with firms and professionals. 

At the end of each twelve month period, every INNOVATIVE BOB enterprise is liquidated;              

during the shareholders’ meeting, subscribed capital is returned after profit and loss, and             

amounts due for taxes are paid to the Project’s Management Body. 

 

Young student-entrepreneurs can carry on with their entrepreneurial activity, setting up a            

legally registered company. 

NOTES 

BOB is inspired by the 13.2.2006 UE Commission’s final Communication for the creation             

and enhancement of real enterprises among high schools and universities students. 

The above mentioned UE Commission’s Final Communication BRINGS UP (bold red fonts,            

yellow highlights) BOB’s main objectives and essential characteristics. 
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